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(54) HIGH-CARRYING-CAPACITY THROUGH RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEM

(57) A high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem comprises a main passage, operating compart-
ments, an exit and entrance passage, rails, and a station.
The operating compartments are independent small
compartments (200). The rails are laid in the main pas-
sage (100) and are power rails that keep moving at a
constant speed. The independent small compartments
are placed at corresponding positions on the power rails,
and the power rails drive the independent small compart-
ments to advance at a constant speed. The station (400)
is connected to the main passage having the power rails
through the exit and entrance passage (300). One end
of the exit and entrance passage is connected with the

station and the other end of the exit and entrance pas-
sage is connected with the main passage to form a com-
municated structure. A connecting device is provided at
the top of each independent small compartment, and the
connecting device and a connecting structure arranged
above the exit and entrance passage are butt-joined to
complete rail change. The system adopts the independ-
ent small compartment mode, so every passenger has
a seat and the through purpose is realized; stable and
continuous kinetic energy for advancing are provided;
and the independent small compartments have no rela-
tive displacement and can reach a high speed under high
density.
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Description

Field of invention

[0001] The present invention relates to the technical
field of city and inter-city transport, in particular to a public
transport method for people or cargo, and a rail transit
system formed by the related transport infrastructure.

Prior arts

[0002] At present, the life quality of human is deeply
affected by the quality of transport, especially city trans-
port. In the "Report on China’s new urbanization in 2010"
issued by Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing ranks
at the top of time-consumption on the way to work with
"average 52 minutes". The carrying-capacity, time-con-
sumption and comfort level of the transport in a city have
a profound impact on competitiveness and development
potential of the city. The blocked and poor comfortable
public transport will stimulate the increase of the pur-
chase of private cars, which in turn affect the entire road
transport, as well as fuel the city’s fog, so a fundamental
solution to the city public transport has a great signifi-
cance.
[0003] In the transport time, because public transport
is centralized transport, passengers have various desti-
nations, resulting in public transport must stop at every
station, wherein the docking time, door switch time, and
acceleration and deceleration time have caused tremen-
dous time-waste. According to the calculation by the au-
thor in Shanghai, the ratio of operating time and stop time
between two stations of the subway is about 1:1, that is
to say, the unnecessary time-consumption caused be-
cause every station must stop accounts for 50% of the
entire traffic time-consumption.
[0004] According to Downs-Thomas paradox, the
time-consumption extension of city public transport will
also affect the congestion of road traffic, resulting in city
traffic complication, according to the search report of Be-
ijing transport Development Research Center, in 2011,
city traffic congestion of Beijing caused a loss of 105.6
billion yuan, equivalent to a loss of 7.5% of Beijing’s GDP.
[0005] Every station must stop requires door switch
time-consumption, loading and unloading time-con-
sumption, and before stopping it is required to brake and
still, and after stopping it is required to restart......, a sub-
way arrives at a station, perhaps only 10% of the people
get on or off, the rest 90% of people need to undertake,
how unreasonable! Such as Beijing, Shanghai, more
than 20 million passengers per year on subway commut-
er trips, the price is amazing.
[0006] And each time of brake and start, also increase
plenty of wear and energy consumption.
[0007] Not only that, subway station is crowded, wait-
ing time is long, transfer is inconvenient, various disad-
vantages are obvious. In 2014, Shanghai Metro has 14
lines running, but the transfer among the lines is extreme-

ly inconvenient, inconvenient transfer has become a gen-
eral situation of city subway in the word, reducing the
efficiency of city transport.
[0008] These city transport problems are derived from
the use of the centralized mode of "people are centralized
to be transported" , because people need to be central-
ized, it must be people waiting for the car; because eve-
ryone gets off at different point, every station must stop;
because the transfer needs of passengers are different,
the passengers need to get off to transfer, resulting in
transfer difficult; because you can only be sent to a fixed
centralized zone, the last mile problem will be caused.
[0009] Modem city transport problem is already a
worldwide problem, the fundamental reason is because
of this old mode of centralized transport, for example: the
present transport mode of the subway has not changed
for 150 years since its inception. With regard to the design
and improvement of city public transport, most of the work
of mankind in the past remained in the improvement of
the transport tools and road traffic, while the improvement
of the transport mode is very limited.
[0010] At home and abroad, neither the bus rapid tran-
sit (BRT) nor automated people move (APM) or the empty
rail mode has left the scope of the centralized transport
mode. What is really innovative is: the personal rapid
transit (PRT) mode, American Virginia Airport and the
United Kingdom Heathrow Airport have built related sys-
tems.
[0011] In the PRT, small compartment mode is used,
relying on unmanned drive to basically realize through
purpose, this is its advantage, but the lack of overall trans-
port capacity is a fatal disadvantage, such as the new
Heathrow Airport PRT built in 2011, its transport capacity
is about 40,000 passengers per day, and this is just the
commute of 1 hour at peak station in Shanghai subway
station, because the transport capacity is too small, this
new transport mode cannot become the protagonist of
city transport, and more as a sightseeing and leisure
transport mode.
[0012] As a result, city public transport falls into a con-
tradiction: the transport system having high-carrying-ca-
pacity cannot meet the humanity needs of passenger,
but the overall carrying-capacity of the transport system
which could meet the humanity needs is too small.
[0013] The aim of the invention is to solve the contra-
diction and realize the high-carrying-capacity at the same
time of completing through purpose, saving the unnec-
essary waiting time and other human needs.
[0014] The key to the failure of the personal rapid tran-
sit system (PRT) to achieve high capacity is: 1. Due to
the traditional vehicle kinetic energy mode (correspond-
ing to the rail kinetic energy of the present invention),
since the small vehicles are operated independently, for
safety, large distance must be maintained for high speed
operation, and lower speed must be taken if keeping
smaller distance, both cases will cause the low-carrying-
capacity of the entire rail. It is best to simultaneously
maintain high density and high speed to achieve high-
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carrying-capacity. 2. In addition to the above, the problem
of rapid rail change (transfer) of vehicle also needs to
address under the condition of high-density, in the "next
world-high speed train 1" of DISCOVERY channel, es-
tablishment of rapid rail change system is listed in the
problems which must be solved in order to build a new
large-scale rapid transit network.
[0015] The present invention utilizes the rail kinetic en-
ergy, and the independent small compartment placed on
it utilize carrying mode to realize the advancement, since
each independent small compartment maintains the
same direction and the same speed, that is, there is no
relative displacement between the independent small
compartments, the driving is more secure, and more im-
portantly: the independent small compartment running in
said system can reach a high speed under high density,
and the use of stereo rail change method assists to solve
the problem of rapid rail change, the use of the exit and
entrance rail connecting the power rail with the separa-
tion type station solves the problem of the exit and en-
trance, the combination of the foregoing realize the trans-
port of through purpose, and simultaneously the whole
rail has a higher-carrying-capacity.

Content of the present invention

[0016] In view of the above contents, the purpose of
the present invention is to provide a public transport
method and related device that can realize through pur-
pose and has an overall high-carrying-capacity.
[0017] To achieve the above purpose, a high-carrying-
capacity through rail transit system is designed, said sys-
tem comprises a main passage, operating compart-
ments, an exit and entrance passage, rails, and a station,
wherein the operating compartments are independent
small compartments, the rails are laid in the main pas-
sage and are power rails that keep moving at a constant
speed, the independent small compartments are placed
at corresponding positions on the power rails, and the
power rails drive the independent small compartments
to advance at a constant speed; the station is connected
to the main passage having the power rails through the
exit and entrance passage, one end of the exit and en-
trance passage is connected with ground platform and
the other end of the exit and entrance passage is con-
nected with the main passage to form a communicated
structure, a connecting device is provided at the top of
each independent small compartment, and the connect-
ing device and a connecting structure arranged above
the exit and entrance passage are butt-joined to complete
rail change.
[0018] The power rails move at a constant speed may
be replaced with move in cycle, independent small com-
partments are replaced on the power rail, providing main
forward power; one end of the exit and entrance passage
is connected with ground platform and the other end of
the exit and entrance passage is connected with the main
passage may be replaced with one end of the exit and

entrance passage is connected with the station and the
other end of the exit and entrance passage is connected
with the main passage; main rail is laid in the main pas-
sage, exit and entrance rail is laid in the exit and entrance
passage, the station is separation type station, the sep-
aration type station is connected to the main rail through
the exit and entrance rail; the connecting device provided
at the top of independent small compartment is rail
change connector, the connecting structure arranged
above the exit and entrance passage is top rail, the rail
change connector on the independent small compart-
ment changes to butt joint with the top rail to complete
stereo rail change.
[0019] Main rail (power rail) part: the power rail could
change the power system from vehicle carrying to rail
carrying, i.e. an integral power rail structure formed by
combination of the traditional rail and related power de-
vice, the power rail can form steady movement at a con-
stant speed, independent small compartments are
placed on it, to realize the purpose of advancement.
[0020] The power source of the power device of the
power rail may be provided by rotating motor, as well as
linear motor, in addition to contacting in attaching type,
magnetic suspension also can be adopted, or other pow-
er methods known by those skilled in the art. When the
power device adopts linear motor, induction plates of the
linear motors are arranged uniformly on the rail and ve-
hicle frames, thus the power source is distributed and
balanced.
[0021] The power rail is one of the forms, the rail, wheel
set, vehicle frame and power device can be combined to
form an integrated structure, a connecting device is ar-
ranged between the front and rear vehicle frames which
connect with each other in series and cover the entire
rail. In actual implement process, display forms of the
power rail are various, various forms may be displayed
according to different power source adopted and combi-
nation with different independent small compartment, the
key feature is the rail carrying kinetic energy, its rail must
operate in closed cycle or approximate closed cycle al-
though there are discontinuities, it keeps operating at a
constant speed, providing carrying mode to the inde-
pendent small compartment. Such that the high energy
consumption mode that the traditional subway must
brake and start at every station is avoided, and the failure
rate of the system is reduced greatly.
[0022] The closed cycle mode of the power rail may
be a closed cycle up and down, as a preferable method,
it may also be plane circular cycle, when the plane circular
cycle is adopted, linear segments of both relative direc-
tions in the circular cycle may provide transport require-
ments back and forth required by the transport; cycle
structure of the power rail may be integral single cycle
mode; may also be segments cycle connected by bridge
form, to achieve remote transport; or multiple segments
cycle structure that multiple lines simultaneously oper-
ate; or multiple segments split type cycle structure; in this
aspect there are various possible changes beyond the
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contents described in the text. The above are just a few
non-limiting examples.
[0023] The operating compartments are independent
small compartments, independent small compartments
are placed at corresponding positions on power rail, in-
dependent small compartment is provided with double-
seat front and back or single-seat or multiple-seat or pure
cargo compartment, to provide freight service during the
transport trough period. This arrangement ensures that
passengers in same vehicle have a same destination, to
maintain the possibility of realizing the through purpose
from the goal.
[0024] As a form of independent small compartment,
driven wheels are arrange at front end and rear end of
bottom of it; underbody is provided with front and rear
grooves which may match with corresponding parts of
the power rail to prevent left or right deviation; rear part
is provided with fixing groove, after bounce device on the
vehicle frame of the power rail is bounced to groove, im-
mobility is realized, a rail change connector is arranged
at top of the independent small compartment, walking
wheels and steering wheels are arranged on the rail
change connector, after the rail change connector lifts
and butt joints with top rail in exit and entrance rail, the
independent small compartment will escape from power
rail, to complete rail change.
[0025] Change modes of rail change connector are
various, may be lifting up, or jacking, or opening, or ro-
tating, or other methods known by those skilled in the art,
rail change is realized after matching with top rail.
[0026] Top rail is arranged in the exit and entrance rail,
top rail may be opening type rail arranged directly above
cross section of whole transit, or separation type rail ar-
ranged on top side, or integral non-opening type rail ar-
ranged directly above, under some conditions, the rails
at both sides may also be used, any rail that locates at
different dimension from the original rail may be arranged
as top rail. In conclusion, various changes are possible,
any equivalent change based on the present invention
falls within the protection scope of the present invention,
it should be understood that the top rail refers to the rail
that realizes rail change through using rail locating at any
different dimension.
[0027] In another alternative preferable solution, the
rail change connector does not insert the top rail directly,
instead inserts the connector of the intelligent driving de-
vice on the top rail, the rail change connector matches
with the connector of the intelligent driving device on the
top rail to realize rail change. Said intelligent driving de-
vice comprising wheel groups and corresponding power
device may bring the independent small compartment to
the required zone along the top rail, under this condition,
the walking wheels on the rail change connector on the
independent small compartment are not necessary.
[0028] As another selection of top rail, lead rail is ar-
ranged at front end of top rail of entrance rail, the opening
of the lead rail is obviously bigger than the top rail, rotating
wheels and positioning wheels are arranged thereon, to

assist the rail change connector to insert top rail better.
[0029] The operation method of the above high-carry-
ing-capacity through rail transit system is in detail:

signal control system in main rail announces signals
of operating, station entrance, and station exit to in-
dependent small compartment, independent small
compartment continues operating or exits or enters
into station according to signals of signal control sys-
tem;

operating method of main rail: power rail keeps op-
erating at a constant speed, several independent
small compartments are placed at corresponding po-
sitions on power rail according to demands and ad-
vance in same direction at same speed, there is no
displacement between each other, such that dis-
tance between positions on power rail may be nar-
rowed substantially, to achieve high density and pro-
vide high-carrying-capacity;

method of station entrance: independent small com-
partment which needs to enter station changes rail
lifts up connector, rail change connector inserts top
rail according to the lead of the lead rail at front end
of top rail, fixing device on power rail is unlocked,
independent small compartment is driven to station
from entrance rail through top rail; independent small
compartment which does not need to enter station
does no change rail change connector and keeps
advancing with power rail; independent small com-
partment driven to entrance rail gradually slows
down by power system arranged on top rail and rail
change connector, totally stops until unloading zone
with leaf shape, then passenger gets off;

method of station exit: passenger gets on and sets
a destination, independent small compartment en-
ters into exit rail, independent small compartment
gradually accelerates to same speed with power rail
in exit rail, rear end of exit rail is parallel with power
rail up and down, and locates directly above power
rail, same speed means relative static, independent
small compartment is placed at corresponding posi-
tion on power rail from above, driven wheels at bot-
tom butt joints with position on power rail, gravity
sensor on position of power rail is activated, and fix-
ing device on power rail is activated to be lifted up,
to lock independent small compartment and realize
rail entrance.

[0030] As another selection solution of station exit and
rail entrance, independent small compartment acceler-
ates to same speed with power rail in top rail, rear end
of top rail is left and right side parallel with power rail and
slightly higher than power rail, independent small com-
partment is pushed to power rail by pushing device at
corresponding location push. Modified examples of other
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similar solutions of rail entrance are all possible, any
equivalent change based on the present invention falls
within the protection scope of the present invention.
[0031] Method of signal control system of the high-car-
rying-capacity through rail transit system is as follow:

A. at time of main rail operating: when independent
small compartment is placed at corresponding posi-
tion on power rail, gravity sensor on position trans-
mits a signal, fixing device on vehicle frame is acti-
vated to be lifted up, and inserts fixing groove at lower
part of independent small compartment, to complete
lock, independent small compartment is placed on
power rail and advances at a constant speed;

B. at time of station entrance: when independent
small compartment arrived at designated station, at
N meters before station, fixed signal receiving and
transmitting device in main rail announce signal of
imminent station to computer system of independent
small compartment, after computer system contrasts
and recognizes as destination, it transmits instruc-
tion, reports to computer mainframe of station and
requires to enter station, after achieving admission
rail change connector is changed, and locking struc-
ture in fixing groove at bottom is instructed to prepare
to unlock, when rail change connector on compart-
ment successfully inserts top rail of entrance rail
along lead rail, locking device on power rail is
opened, independent small compartment advances
along top rail, gradually slows down by power system
of top rail and rail change connector according to
designed program, until being driven to unloading
zone and still, to complete unloading, independent
small compartment after unloading enters into load-
ing zone according to instruction of station, and waits
for passenger to get on;

C. at time of station exit: after passenger gets on,
closes door, and inputs destination by swiping card,
main control computer of departure zone instructs
independent small compartment to turn into station
exit operation mode: independent small compart-
ment firstly enters into departure waiting zone; when
departing, it is necessary for power rail of main rail
to have a corresponding empty position, there is a
gravity sensor at every position, sensor does not
transmit a signal when position has independent
small compartment, and senor will transmits infor-
mation to rail side induction point arranged at side
of main rail at the moment of passing corresponding
place when there is no compartment, calculating
method of induction point on power rail of main rail
is according to time t required by independent small
compartment in exit rail, multiplying said time t by
speed of power rail to obtain distance Y, thus specific
location point arranged at rail side in main rail is cal-
culated, receiver directly connects with main control

computer of departure zone, and transmits instruc-
tion to independent small compartment.

[0032] The present invention also includes a switch
method of path transfer of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system, comprising main operating
rail, bifurcation rail and transfer subject, the bifurcation
rail is arranged at different dimension from the main op-
erating rail at switch point, main operating rail and bifur-
cation rail do not locate in same plane x-y, instead have
different dimension difference in three dimensional
space, then connecting device on transfer subject is used
to connect bifurcation rail in different dimension to realize
path transfer.
[0033] The connecting device directly connects with
bifurcation rail.
[0034] The connecting device connects with connect-
ing structure on bifurcation rail.
[0035] The bifurcation rail locates directly above the
main operating rail as a whole or locates at top side of
the main operating rail separately or located at both sides
of the main operating rail separately.
[0036] The switch method is as follow: transfer subject
which needs path switch lifts up connecting device at
corresponding location before bifurcation port, when ve-
hicle moves to bifurcation port, connecting device is con-
nected to bifurcation rail, simultaneously, provisional fix-
ing structure of transfer subject and main operating rail
unlocks to complete separation, transfer subject will fol-
low guide of bifurcation rail to complete path switch, and
moves toward new direction; transfer subject which does
not need path switch does not change connecting device,
thus will not insert bifurcation rail, and vehicle will con-
tinue operating along main operating rail path.
[0037] An assistant entrance device is arranged at
front end of the bifurcation rail, to provide deviation rec-
tifying effect, opening of the assistant entrance device is
bigger than bifurcation rail part, positioning wheels are
arranged at access, to help connecting device having
deviation realize deviation rectifying; assistant entrance
device is also provided with leading wheels, leading
wheels provide an in-torsion power, to help connecting
device overcome friction when contacting with bifurcation
rail, to reduce instability in connecting process, and re-
alize rail entrance smoothly.
[0038] The switch method is as follow:
[0039] when transfer subject transfers path from main
operating rail to bifurcation rail at bifurcation: prepositive
rail side signal system before path transfer point will con-
tinue transmitting confirmation signal of said rail change
address, control system in transfer subject does contrast
after receiving signal, after confirming requirement of rail
change, corresponding device is activated, making con-
necting device change, to ensure that connecting device
corresponds to bifurcation rail, connecting device con-
nects with assistant entrance device, deviation angle is
rectified, and leading wheels transfers inward to over-
come friction, connecting device of transfer subject en-
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ters into bifurcation rail through lead rail, locking structure
of transfer subject and main operating rail unlocks, trans-
fer subject is led by bifurcation rail, gradually lifts upward
to escape from main operating rail, and operates at new
path following with bifurcation rail, to realize path transfer;
[0040] when transfer subject transfers path from bifur-
cation rail to main operating rail at import port: before
importing, control system carried by transfer subject
needs to obtain confirmation of empty position signal of
prepositive rail side, to confirm that there is safety space
on main operating rail transfer subject is importing, trans-
fer subject gradually advances from bifurcation rail to
main operating rail, when bifurcation rail is parallel with
main operating rail in up and down dimension, transfer
subject lifts up connecting device, corresponding to low-
ering transfer subject, to fit with main operating rail, after
escaping from rear end of bifurcation rail, following main
operating rail to advance, to realize path transfer.
[0041] Said switch method of path transfer of the high-
carrying-capacity through rail transit system may be ap-
plied in transport field or entertainment device field or
mobile mechanical field.
[0042] The advantages of the present invention lie in:

The carrying mode of the power rail and small com-
partment simultaneously realizes high density and
high speed of small vehicle transport, realizing high-
carrying-capacity under the condition of every pas-
senger has a seat and through purpose, and the ster-
eo rail change mode solves the difficult problem of
rail change in large network transport, and the exit
and entrance rail communicates the main rail with
separation type station, to realize a larger coverage
of trunk line transport.

[0043] In addition, the small compartment which needs
to transfer can realize seamless transfer of "the passen-
gers are not necessary to get off" through the exit and
entrance rail and separation type station.
[0044] In terms of construction cost, since the body
volume of the small compartment in the high-carrying-
capacity through rail transit system is much smaller than
traditional subway, as a result, the radius of the passage
can be greatly reduced. Compared with the existing sub-
way construction, the ratio of the cost of the tunnel and
station project to the total investment is more than 60%,
this improvement has obvious significance.
[0045] In the energy consumption, since the high-car-
rying-capacity through rail transit system avoids the
brake and start required by every station stop, the energy
consumption is largely saved; and in the trough period
of passenger flow, freight compartment has through pur-
pose also can be opened, and it is not necessary for
person to follow, and both the security and the timeliness
of the cargo are improved, therefore, the present inven-
tion has practical significance in reducing energy con-
sumption.

Brief description of the drawings

[0046]

Figure 1 is a schematic view of the broad framework
of the present invention;

Figure 2 is a partial schematic view of the power rail
of the present invention;

Figure 3 is a schematic view of the induction plate
when the power rail uses linear motor in the present
invention;

Figure 4 is a schematic view from bottom of the in-
dependent small compartment in the present inven-
tion;

Figure 5 is a side view of the independent small com-
partment in the present invention;

Figure 6 is a schematic view of the independent small
compartment placed on the power rail in the present
invention;

FIG. 7 is a schematic view of the power rail in an
integral single cycle operation mode in the present
invention;

FIG. 8 is a schematic view of the power rail in seg-
ments cycle operation mode using bridge form in the
present invention;

Figure 9 is a schematic view of the power rail in mul-
tiple segments cycle mode in the present invention;

Figure 10 is a schematic view of the power rail in
cycle mode of multiple segments split type in the
present invention;

Figure 11 is a schematic view of the unloading zone
with leaf shape of the separation type station in the
present invention;

Figure 12 is a schematic view of the rail change con-
nector entering into the lead rail part of the top rail
in the present invention

Figure 13 is a schematic view of calculation of the
rail side induction point in the present invention;

Figure 14 is a schematic view of realizing the stereo
rail change using the rails in different dimensions in
the present invention

Figure 15 is a schematic view of the moment that
the rail change connector inserts the top rail in the
present invention

9 10 
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Figure 16 is a schematic view of the rail change of
the independent small compartment using separa-
tion type top rail in the present invention

Figure 17 is a schematic view of the independent
small compartment entering into integral non-open-
ing type top rail in the present invention

Figure 18 is a schematic view of the lifting method
of the rail change connector in the present invention

Figure 19 is a schematic view of the rotating opening
method of the rail change connector in the present
invention

Figure 20 is a schematic view of the stereo rail
change in station entrance mode in the present in-
vention

Figure 21 is a schematic view of the stereo rail
change in station exit mode under the condition of
power rail in the present invention

Figure 22 is a schematic view of connecting the in-
telligent driving device in the stereo rail change in
the present invention

Figure 23 is a side view of the connecting device of
the transfer subject that connects with the bifurcation
rail in the present invention;

Figure 24 is a schematic view of the bifurcation rail
in side rail mode in the present invention;

Figure 25 is a schematic view of the connecting de-
vice expanding to both sides to change in the present
invention;

Figure 26 is a schematic view of the connecting de-
vice locking to change in the present invention;

Figure 27 is a schematic view of the connecting de-
vice opening to both sides to change in the present
invention;

Figure 28 is a view of three step states of the transfer
subject when the transfer subject is at the import port
to realize the stereo rail change in the present inven-
tion;

[0047] In the figures: A1 and A2 represent that two di-
rections of transmit demands are respectively met in the
main rail.
[0048] 100. main rail (power rail) 101. wheel set 102.
vehicle frame 103. front and rear connecting device
105A. primary induction plate of the linear motor 105B.
secondary induction plate of the linear motor
[0049] 200. independent small compartment 201. driv-

en wheel of the independent small compartment 202.
front and rear groove 203. fixing groove 204. seat 210.
rail change connector 211. traveling riwheel on the rail
change connector 212 guide wheel on the rail change
connector 213. rotating shaft of the connecting device
[0050] 300. exit and entrance rail (top rail) 301. integral
non-opening type rail in top rails 302. integral opening
type rail in top rails 303. separation type rail in top rails
304. top rail with intelligent driving device 305. side rail
in top rails 310. lead rail 311. positioning wheel on the
lead rail 312. leading wheel on the lead rail 320. intelligent
driving device on the top rail 321. walking wheel on the
intelligent driving device 322. power device on the intel-
ligent driving device 323. connector on the intelligent driv-
ing device
[0051] 400. separation type station 401. unloading
zone with leaf shape of the separation type station (402.)
[0052] 500. electronic control system of the independ-
ent small compartment 600. rail side signal transmitter;
[0053] CW position KCW empty position MCW full po-
sition ZK central control system of the station X acceler-
ation distance of the top rail portion Y distance at which
the power rail shall transmit a signal in advance to ensure
there is empty position when the small compartment en-
ters the rail Va speed of the rear end of the exit rail Vb
speed of the power rail
[0054] Figure 6 is designated as the drawing of the
abstract of the present invention.

Detailed description of the embodiment

[0055] The present invention is further illustrated in
combination with the drawings as flowing, this structure
and principle of the system is very clear for those skilled
in the art. It should be understood that the embodiments
described here are only used to illustrate the present in-
vention, but the present invention is not limited thereto.
[0056] The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit
system is a creative mode of city (including inter-city
transport) public transport, said mode substantially im-
proves the traditional subway operation mode, merges
the advantage of high-carrying-capacity of the subway
with the function of every passenger has a seat and
through purpose of the taxi, such that the future city trans-
port could realize: the high-carrying-capacity of setting
off once arriving, every passenger has a seat, and the
through purpose. The operation method of the high-car-
rying-capacity through rail transit system could be oper-
ated on the underground tunnels, roads, elevated or con-
nection passages between buildings or passages con-
structed through other modes or open platforms. The sta-
tion could be arranged under the ground, on the roads,
on the elevated platforms or the buildings according to
demands.
[0057] As shown in figure 1, a high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system comprises a main rail, an exit
and entrance rail, operating compartments, and a sepa-
ration type station, the operating compartments are in-
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dependent small compartments, the main rail is power
rail that keeps moving in cycle at a constant speed, the
independent small compartments are placed at corre-
sponding positions on the power rail, and the power rail
drives the independent small compartments to advance
at a constant speed; the separation type station is con-
nected to the main rail through the exit and entrance rail,
a rail change connector is provided at the top of the in-
dependent small compartment, and the rail change con-
nector and the exit and entrance rail are butt-joined to
complete rail change.
[0058] As shown in figure 2, the rail kinetic energy could
change the power system from vehicle carrying to rail
carrying, the rail, wheel set, vehicle frame and power
device can be combined to form an integrated structure,
a connecting device is arranged between the front and
rear vehicle frames which connect with each other in se-
ries and cover the entire rail. The entire rail operates in
closed cycle and keeps operating at a constant speed,
such that the high energy consumption mode that the
traditional subway must brake and start at every station
is avoided, and the failure rate of the system is reduced
greatly.
[0059] As shown in figure 6, the kinetic energy is pro-
vided by the power rail, the independent small compart-
ment is just placed on the power rail, therefore, during
the whole operation process of the main rail, there is no
relative displacement between the independent small
compartments, such that safety accidents are reduced,
and the distance between the compartment could be de-
creased greatly, thereby increasing the carrying-capacity
substantially.
[0060] As shown in figures 2 and 3, the power system
of the power rail may adopt a linear motor mode, primary
induction plates are arranged on the rail, secondary in-
duction plates are hung under the lower part of the vehicle
frames, the primary induction plates on the rail power up,
to produce power, and promote the power rail to operate.
The primary induction plates of the linear motors are ar-
ranged uniformly on the rail and vehicle frames, thus the
power source of the power rail carried by the linear motor
is distributed instead of centralized. According to the
characters of the linear motor, its primary induction plate
and secondary induction plate could be arrange at con-
verse position.
[0061] The kinetic energy of the power rail may be pro-
vided by a rotating motor, which is similar to the combi-
nation of the rotating motor and the rail in traditional sub-
way train.
[0062] As shown in figures 4, 5 and 6, the operating
compartments are independent small compartments, the
independent small compartments are placed at corre-
sponding positions on the power rail; driven wheels are
arrange at the front end and rear end of the bottom of
the independent small compartment; the underbody is
provided with front and rear grooves which may match
with the corresponding parts of the power rail to prevent
left or right deviation; the rear part is provided with fixing

groove, after the bounce device on the vehicle frame of
the power rail is bounced to the groove, the immobility is
realized.
[0063] Double-seat front and back or side by side (or
single-seat, four-seat, multiple-seat, or cargo compart-
ment) is arranged in the independent small compartment,
the passengers in the same compartment have a same
destination, to maintain the possibility of realizing the
through purpose from the goal. A pure cargo compart-
ment may provide city freight service during the transport
trough period.
[0064] As shown in figure 7, the power rail is a closed
cycle endless rail, its cycle structure may be an integral
single cycle mode according to the demands, as shown
in figure 8, or segments cycle connected by bridge form,
as shown in figure 9, or multiple segments cycle structure
that multiple lines simultaneously operate; as shown in
figure 10, the above multiple segments cycle may also
adopt various structures, such as multiple segments split
type. In the above cycle, when the independent small
compartment needs to cross the bridge between two cy-
cles, "stereo rail change mode" may be used to realize
the movement from the former power rail cycle to the
later power rail cycle. In details: a top rail is constructed
over the space between two circles, the independent
small compartment lifts up the rail change connector be-
fore the space between cycles, the rail change connector
inserts the top rail, then the independent small compart-
ment escapes from the original power rail cycle, and keep
advancing with the top rail, to enter the next cycle. It
should be pointed out that, the independent small com-
partment in the single direction on the power rail moves
to the next cycle through the bridge, such that the reverse
direction segment of said cycle is empty totally, thus it is
not a difficult process that a new cycle accepts the inde-
pendent small compartment from another power rail cy-
cle through the bridge. The character of the stereo rail
change lies in: at the switch point, i.e. the port of bifurca-
tion rail, the bifurcation rail is arranged to locate in differ-
ent dimensional space from the main operating rail, then
the connecting device carried by the transfer subject is
utilized, through the connecting device inserts, encloses,
or attaches and connects with the bifurcation rail, the
main operating rail switches to the bifurcation rail under
the guide of the connecting device, to realize the switch
of different paths. It should be noted that: the position of
the connecting device on the transfer subject may be
changeable, i.e. may be a position which does not cor-
responds to the bifurcation rail, or may be changed to a
position corresponding to the bifurcation rail.
[0065] As shown in figure 14, a top rail which locates
at different dimension from the original operating rail is
used to realize fast stereo rail change.
[0066] As shown in figures 15, 16 and 17, various top
rails may be arranged, it may be opening type rail that
the rail is arranged directly above the cross section of
the whole transit, it may be separation type rail which is
arranged on top side, it may be integral non-opening type
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rail which is arranged directly above, under some condi-
tions, the rails at both sides may also be used, it should
be understood that the top rail refers to any rail that lo-
cates at different dimension from the original rail.
[0067] As shown in figures 4 and 5, a changeable rail
change connector is arranged at the top of the independ-
ent small compartment, walking wheels and steering
wheels are arranged on the rail change connector; as
shown in figures 18 and 19, the change methods of the
rail change connector is various, it may be uplifting, ro-
tating, or other forms that known by those skilled in the art.
[0068] As shown in figure 1, the separation type station
communicates with the main rail through "exit and en-
trance rail", the independent small compartment which
needs to enter the station gradually slows down from the
entrance rail to the unloading zone with leaf shape of the
separation type station after the stereo rail change is re-
alized by the top rail, the passengers leave after stopping,
and the independent small compartment is deployed to
loading zone in the station to provide new loading re-
quirements. The unloading zone with leaf shape is shown
in figure 11.
[0069] As shown in figure 20, the detailed mode of the
entrance of the independent small compartment is as
follows: before arriving at one station, the independent
small compartment which needs to enter the station lifts
up the rail change connector, and the independent small
compartment which does not need to enter the station
has no action, the uplifting rail change connector inserts
lead rail at the front end of the top rail, several driving
wheels are arranged around the lead rail, the wheel
groups rotate inward, to help the rail change connector
entry into the top rail from the lead rail smoothly, the in-
dependent small compartment operates with the top rail,
and escapes from the power rail path, to realize the stereo
rail change. Induction plate of the linear motor is arranged
on the top rail as well as on the rail change connector,
to provide power or resistance needed by the independ-
ent small compartment, to achieve the effects of decel-
eration, stationary and start, acceleration and so on. The
independent small compartment operating on the en-
trance rail gradually slows down, and stops after entering
into the unloading zone with leaf shape of the station,
and the passengers get off and leave. The empty inde-
pendent small compartment moves to the loading zone
with leaf shape of the station, to provide new passengers
to use.
[0070] As shown in figure 22, in another alternative rail
change solution, the rail change connector does not in-
sert the top rail directly, instead inserts the connector of
the intelligent driving device on the top rail, said intelligent
driving device comprising wheel groups and correspond-
ing power device may bring the independent small com-
partment to the required zone along the top rail, under
this condition, the walking wheels on the rail change con-
nector on the independent small compartment are not
necessary.
[0071] As shown in figure 21, the detailed mode of the

exit of the independent small compartment is as follows:
the passenger gets on, and inputs corresponding desti-
nation, the independent small compartment will enter into
a departure waiting zone, and the independent small
compartment will enter into the exit rail when getting the
departure instruction from the station, in the exit rail the
speed of the independent small compartment is in-
creased to be equal with the operating speed of the power
rail through acceleration of the induction plates of the
linear motor on the top rail, then the independent small
compartment is placed on the power rail from above and
advances with the power rail.
[0072] The station of the present high-carrying-capac-
ity through rail transit system is separation type station,
i.e. The station and the main rail are separated and con-
nected by the exit and entrance rail, the separation type
station may be arranged according to demands, nearby
sections of one same line may be provided with multiple
separation type stations according to demands, the sta-
tion may be arranged according to demands based on
one main line through separation type station, the cov-
erage of the station is much bigger, and the separation
type station could also be added after the basic construc-
tion is finished.
[0073] The value of stereo rail change is to be ex-
plained: for example, the speed of the power rail is de-
signed as 75 kilometers per hour, i.e. about 21 meters
per second, every independent small compartment has
a length of 2.5 meters, the distance is 5 meters, that is
to say there is a position in every 7.5 meters, then 21
meters per second corresponds to 3 compartments per
second passing the rail change point. When the former
compartment needs change rail, but the later compart-
ment needs straight movement, the rail change system
must ensure effective switch be completed within one
third second, it is hard to implement by the prior rail
change or transfer system, reconsideration in the present
invention, in order to realize high-carrying-capacity, it is
necessary to use rail kinetic energy and carrying mode,
and the value of stereo rail change is reflected fully: the
compartment which needs to keep operating does no lift
up the "rail change connector", such that it won’t be con-
nected with the "top rail" and will keep advancing, the
compartment which needs to exit lifts up the "rail change
connector" in advance, to connect with the "top rail" and
complete rail change. During the whole rail change proc-
ess it is not necessary to switch back and forth like the
rails in traditional mode, and there is no safety problem
caused by unsuitable rail change, and it is one of the
keys to realize high-carrying-capacity through rail transit
system.
[0074] Operating method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system:

a. operating method of the main rail: the power rail
keeps operating at a constant speed, several inde-
pendent small compartments are placed at corre-
sponding positions on the power rail according to
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demands and advance in same direction at the same
speed, there is no displacement between each other,
such that the distance between the positions on the
power rail may be narrowed substantially, to achieve
high density and provide high-carrying-capacity;

b. method of station entrance (away from the power
rail): the independent small compartment which
needs to enter the station lifts up the rail change con-
nector, the rail change connector inserts the top rail
according to the lead rail, the fixing device on the
power rail is unlocked, the independent small com-
partment is driven to the station from the entrance
rail through the top rail; the independent small com-
partment which does not need to enter the station
does no lift up the rail change connector and keeps
advancing with the power rail; the independent small
compartment driven to the entrance rail gradually
slows down by the power system arranged on the
top rail and the rail change connector, and totally
stops until the unloading zone with leaf shape, then
the passenger gets off;

c. method of station exit (into the power rail): the
passenger gets on and sets a destination, then the
independent small compartment enters into the exit
rail, and gradually accelerates to the same speed
with the power rail in the exit rail, the rear end of the
exit rail is parallel with the power rail, and locates
above the power rail, same speed means relative
static, the independent small compartment is placed
at corresponding position on the power rail from
above, the driven wheels at the bottom butt joints
with the position on the power rail, gravity sensor on
the position of the power rail is activated, and the
fixing device is activated to be lifted up, to lock the
independent small compartment and realize the rail
entrance.

Method of the signal control system:

[0075]

A. At the time of the main rail operating: when the
independent small compartment is placed at corre-
sponding position on the power rail, the gravity sen-
sor on the position transmits a signal, the fixing de-
vice on the vehicle frame is activated to be lifted up,
and inserts the fixing groove at lower part of the in-
dependent small compartment, to complete the lock.
The independent small compartment is fixed on the
power rail and advances at a constant speed.

B. At the time of station entrance: when the inde-
pendent small compartment arrived at designated
station, at N meters before the station (considering
the time required by the signal transmission and lift-
ing up the rail change connector) the fixed signal

receiving and transmitting device in the tunnel of the
main rail announce the signal of the imminent station
to the computer system of the independent small
compartment, after the computer system contrasts
and recognizes as the destination, it reports to the
computer mainframe of the station and requires to
enter the station. After achieving admission, the in-
dependent small compartment lifts up the rail change
connector, and instructs the locking structure in the
fixing groove at the bottom to prepare to unlock.
When the rail change connector successfully inserts
the top rail of the entrance rail along the lead rail, the
locking device on the power rail is opened, the inde-
pendent small compartment advances along the top
rail because of inertia, gradually slows down by the
power system of the top rail and the rail change con-
nector according to designed program, and stops
until being driven to unloading zone, to complete un-
loading. The independent small compartment after
unloading enters into loading zone according to the
instruction of the station, and waits for the passenger
to get on.

C. At the time of station exit: after the passenger gets
on, the door is closed, the main control computer of
departure zone instructs the independent small com-
partment to turn into station exit (rail entrance) op-
eration mode: the independent small compartment
firstly enters into the departure waiting zone; as
shown in figure 13, when departing, it is necessary
for the power rail of the main rail to have a corre-
sponding empty position, there is a gravity sensor at
every position, the sensor does not transmit a signal
when the position is a full position, and the senor will
transmits information to the rail side arranged at the
side of the main rail when the position is an empty
position, the receiver directly connects with the cen-
tral empty system of the departure zone, and trans-
mits an instruction to the independent small com-
partment, the independent small compartment en-
ters into the empty position on the power rail just in
time after acceleration. The calculating function of
the rail side induction point is: the acceleration dis-
tance X of the exit rail is known, the time in the exit
rail required by the independent small compartment
is known, the distance Y is obtained through multiply
said time by the speed of the power rail, the rail side
signal receiver is arranged at the Y point.

[0076] The present invention also includes a stereo rail
change method, the stereo rail change in the present
invention is a creative technical method in the transport
when path transfer is required, in said method the rail of
the bifurcation path of transfer point is arranged at differ-
ent dimension from the rail of main path, for example the
main operating rail is bottom rail, the bifurcation rail is
top rail, the front end of the bifurcation rail locates at dif-
ferent dimension from the main operating rail, but quite
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parts of them are parallel up and down, the connecting
device on the transfer subject connects, such as inserts,
encloses, or attaches with the bifurcation rail, the safety
locking structure is unlocked if the transfer subject and
the main operating rail have a safety locking structure,
then the transfer subject escapes from the main operat-
ing rail and changes the direction following the gradual
lifting of the bifurcation rail, to realize rail change.
[0077] The advantage of this stereo rail change lies in:
even if the distance between the former and later transfer
subjects is very close, the transfer subject is at high op-
erating speed, rail change could be realized, and the ve-
hicle having no need of rail change will not be influenced,
each rail does not change during the rail change process,
such that the risk generated by the instability of rail move-
ment during the rail change process is substantially de-
creased.
[0078] Under some circumstances, in order to better
continue decreasing the risk of stereo rail change, a cer-
tain assistant entrance device may be required to be ar-
ranged at the front end of the bifurcation rail, such as
lead rail, to provide a certain deviation rectifying effect,
in general, the opening of the lead rail part is obviously
bigger than the lead rail part, positioning wheels may be
arranged at the access, to help the connecting device
having deviation realize deviation rectifying; leading
wheels may provide a certain in-torsion power, to help
the connecting device overcome the friction when con-
tacting with the bifurcation rail, to reduce the connecting
processes, such as instability of the entering or enclosing
or attaching process, to realize rail entrance smoothly.
The above circumstances may be set according to de-
mands, and are not necessary.
[0079] The method of the above stereo rail change is
in detail: when the transfer subject changes rail from the
main operating rail to the bifurcation rail at the bifurcation:
the prepositive rail side signal system before the bifurca-
tion point will continue transmitting confirmation signal of
said rail change address, the control system in the trans-
fer subject does contrast after receiving the signal, after
confirming the requirement of the rail change, the corre-
sponding device is activated, making the connecting de-
vice change, such as lift, jack, rotate, extend, open and
so on or making the transfer subject lift, to ensure that
the connecting device corresponds to the bifurcation rail.
[0080] At the rail change moment: the connecting de-
vice connects with, such as inserts, encloses or attaches
with the lead rail part, the deviation angle is rectified, and
leading wheels transfers inward to overcome the friction,
the connecting device of the transfer subject enters into
the bifurcation rail through the lead rail, if the transfer
subject and the main operating rail have a locking struc-
ture, unlocking said structure, the transfer subject is led
by the bifurcation rail, gradually lifts upward to escape
from the main operating rail, and operates at new path
following with the bifurcation rail, to realize the rail
change.
[0081] When the transfer subject changes rail from the

bifurcation rail to the main operating rail at the import
port: before importing, the control system carried by the
transfer subject needs to obtain the confirmation of empty
position signal of the prepositive rail side, to confirm that
there is safety space on the main operating rail the trans-
fer subject is importing, the transfer subject gradually ad-
vances from the bifurcation rail to the main operating rail,
when the bifurcation rail is parallel with the main operating
rail in up and down dimension, the transfer subject lifts
up the connecting device, corresponding to lowering the
transfer subject, to fit with the main operating rail, after
escaping from the rear end of the bifurcation rail, following
the main operating rail to advance, to realize the rail
change.
[0082] The subject which changes moving path is usu-
ally the vehicle, may also be the other various types of
tools which need to change path, hereafter referring ve-
hicle. This kind of vehicle may be a single vehicle, or
connection of multiple vehicles or other circumstances
in the reality. Under the above circumstances, the vehicle
may be provided with one or more connecting device.
Under one general circumstance, when the main oper-
ating rail of the vehicle locates under the vehicle (bottom
rail), the bifurcation rail may be arranged directly above
or at top side of the vehicle (top rail), in order to simplify
the illustration, in the following parts without specific il-
lustration, the main operating rail is bottom rail, and the
bifurcation rail is top rail.
[0083] The present method is adaptable for the vehicle
with forward kinetic energy, also adaptable for the other
vehicles getting kinetic energy from external. For exam-
ple, when the entire rail is in moving power rail form, the
advancement of the vehicle is due to the vehicle frame
placed on the power rail, the power rail keeps moving,
when the vehicle which needs to change rail wants to
import into the main operating rail from the bifurcation
rail, since the main operating rail is power rail, the im-
porting vehicle must keep the same speed with the power
rail, when the transfer vehicle imports from the bifurcation
rail to the main operating rail in power rail form, three
step states of the transfer subject, wherein Va must equal
to Vb, to exactly realize the rail change.
[0084] When the forward kinetic energy of the transfer
subject is provided by the rail instead of carried by itself
(this is a circumstance which is rarely adopt at present
or not adopt so far but may be applied in the future, i.e.
the power device and the vehicle frame are combined to
form an integrity-power rail, the power rail runs through
the entire rail, and the transfer subject may advance once
placed on the power rail), in general situation, only the
main operating rail is power rail, under the above situa-
tion, the rail change from the main operating rail having
the power rail to the bifurcation rail having no power rail
is similar to the normal rail change described above, but
at the moment of the rail change (import) from the bifur-
cation rail to the main operating rail having the power rail,
the speed of the transfer subject must be consistence
with said power rail to realize effective rail change, due
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to the existence of the modern control system and signal
system, the above conditions could be realized on basis
of the conditions in the prior art.
[0085] The bifurcation rail may be integral, or separat-
ed, when said rail is different, it shall be connected with
different connecting device, the stereo rail change may
have more types of rail combination, and also have var-
ious types of connecting device to correspond, any equiv-
alent change based on the present invention falls within
the protection scope of the present invention.
[0086] The key of the stereo rail change lies in the bi-
furcation rail having different dimension arranged at the
transfer place, the change from the bottom rail to the top
rail exampled above is just one case of the stereo rail
change, besides, it includes but is not limited to: from top
rail to bottom rail, from bottom rail to side rail, from side
rail to bottom rail, and various rail change modes of top
side, bottom side and so on, any equivalent change
based on the present invention falls within the protection
scope of the present invention.
[0087] The transfer subject may only have one method
of changing connecting device, may also have various
methods to realize the correspondence of the connecting
device and bifurcation rail, including but not being limited
to: lift, jack, rotate, extend, open and various methods
known by those skilled in the art. The connecting device
of the transfer subject will prepare to match with the trans-
ferring rail through lifting method; the connecting device
of the vehicle will prepare to match with the transferring
rail through method of extending to both sides; the con-
necting device of the vehicle will prepare to match with
the transferring rail through rotating method; the connect-
ing device of the vehicle will prepare to match with the
transferring rail through jacking method; the connecting
device of the vehicle will prepare to match with the trans-
ferring rail through method of opening to both sides; to
be known by those skilled in the art, various usable meth-
ods include various force method, may include magnetic
force, air pressure, hydraulic pressure and other me-
chanical force.
[0088] The rail described in the present invention in-
cludes but is not limited to such as traditional steel rail
and iron rail, also includes the other rail facilities formed
by such as: alloy materials, steel materials, carbon fiber
materials, cement materials, stone, mixed sand and so
on that have the effect to carry and lead the vehicle for-
ward, may be under the ground, on the road, elevated
platform and other forms.
[0089] Although particular embodiments of the present
invention have been shown described, it will be under-
stood that other embodiments and modifications made
by those skilled in the art fall within the true spirit and
scope of the present invention as set forth in the attached
claims. In fact, one or more features illustrated or de-
scribed in combination with one embodiment may be
combined with one or more features of other embodi-
ments. Such modifications and variations are intended
to be included within the scope of the present invention.

Claims

1. A high-carrying-capacity through rail transit system,
the system comprises a main passage, operating
compartments, an exit and entrance passage, rails,
and a station, wherein the operating compartments
are independent small compartments, the rails are
laid in the main passage and are power rails that
keep moving at a constant speed, the independent
small compartments are placed at corresponding po-
sitions on the power rails, and the power rails drive
the independent small compartments to advance at
a constant speed; the station is connected to the
main passage having the power rails through the exit
and entrance passage, one end of the exit and en-
trance passage is connected with ground platform
and the other end of the exit and entrance passage
is connected with the main passage to form a com-
municated structure, a connecting device is provided
at the top of each independent small compartment,
and the connecting device and a connecting struc-
ture arranged above the exit and entrance passage
are butt-joined to complete rail change.

2. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein power rails move at a con-
stant speed may be replaced with move in cycle,
independent small compartments are placed on the
power rail, providing main forward power; one end
of the exit and entrance passage is connected with
ground platform and the other end of the exit and
entrance passage is connected with the main pas-
sage may be replaced with one end of the exit and
entrance passage is connected with the station and
the other end of the exit and entrance passage is
connected with the main passage; main rail is laid in
the main passage, exit and entrance rail is laid in the
exit and entrance passage, the station is separation
type station, the separation type station is connected
to the main rail through the exit and entrance rail;
the connecting device provided at the top of inde-
pendent small compartment is rail change connec-
tor, the connecting structure arranged above the exit
and entrance passage is top rail, the rail change con-
nector on the independent small compartment
changes to butt joint with the top rail to complete
stereo rail change.

3. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 2, wherein the main rail is power rail,
rail, wheel set, vehicle frame and power device are
combined to form an integrated structure; a connect-
ing device is arranged between front and rear com-
partments which connect with each other in series,
to form a closed cycle system or approximate closed
cycle system although there are discontinuities.

4. The closed cycle system or approximate closed cy-
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cle system although there are discontinuities of claim
3, wherein the cycle system is an integral single cycle
mode or segments cycle connected by bridge form
or multiple segments cycle system that multiple lines
simultaneously operate or multiple segments split
type according to demands.

5. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein the power device of the power
rail adopts linear motor, induction plates of the linear
motor are uniformly distributed on entire rail and ve-
hicle frame, to provide distributed balanced power
source.

6. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein kinetic energy of the power
rail is provided by a rotating motor.

7. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein wheel group and rail of the
power rail adopt attached type contact or suspension
type.

8. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein the operating compartments
are independent small compartments, driven wheels
are arrange at front end and rear end of bottom of
the independent small compartment; underbody is
provided with front and rear grooves which may
match with corresponding parts of the power rail to
prevent left or right deviation; rear part is provided
with fixing groove, after bounce device on the vehicle
frame of the power rail is bounced to groove, immo-
bility is realized, a rail change connector is arranged
at top of the independent small compartment, walk-
ing wheels and steering wheels are arranged on the
rail change connector, after the rail change connec-
tor lifts and butt joints with top rail in exit and entrance
rail, the independent small compartment will escape
from power rail, to complete rail change.

9. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 8, wherein double-seat front and back
or single-seat or multiple-seat, or pure cargo com-
partment is arranged in independent small compart-
ment.

10. The rail change connector on independent small
compartment of claim 8, wherein changes of rail
change connector include lifting, jacking, opening,
and rotating, rail change is realized after matching
with top rail.

11. The rail change connector on independent small
compartment of claim 10, wherein the rail change
connector matches with connector of intelligent driv-
ing device on top rail to realize rail change.

12. The high-carrying-capacity through rail transit sys-
tem of claim 1, wherein top rail is arranged in exit
and entrance rail, top rail refers to any rail that locates
at different dimension from original rail, including
opening type rail arranged directly above cross sec-
tion of whole transit, separation type rail arranged
on top side, integral non-opening type rail arranged
directly above, and rails at both sides.

13. A operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 1, wherein:

signal control system in main rail announces sig-
nals of operating, station entrance, and station
exit to independent small compartment, inde-
pendent small compartment continues operat-
ing or exits or enters into station according to
signals of signal control system;
operating method of main rail: power rail keeps
operating at a constant speed, several inde-
pendent small compartments are placed at cor-
responding positions on power rail according to
demands and advance in same direction at
same speed, there is no displacement between
each other, such that distance between posi-
tions on power rail may be narrowed substan-
tially, to achieve high density and provide high-
carrying-capacity;
method of station entrance: independent small
compartment which needs to enter station
changes rail change connector, rail change con-
nector inserts top rail according to lead rail, fixing
device on power rail is unlocked, independent
small compartment is driven to station from en-
trance rail through top rail; independent small
compartment which does not need to enter sta-
tion does no change rail change connector and
keeps advancing with power rail; independent
small compartment driven to entrance rail grad-
ually slows down by power system arranged on
top rail and rail change connector, until unload-
ing zone, then passenger gets off;
method of station exit: passenger gets on, inde-
pendent small compartment enters into exit rail,
and gradually accelerates to same speed with
power rail in exit rail, rear end of exit rail is parallel
with power rail up and down, and locates directly
above power rail, same speed means relative
static, independent small compartment is placed
at corresponding position on power rail from
above, driven wheels at bottom butt joints with
position on power rail, gravity sensor on position
of power rail is activated, and fixing device is
activated to be lifted up, to lock independent
small compartment and realize rail entrance.

14. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 13, wherein con-
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trol method of signal control system is as follow:

A. at time of main rail operating: when independ-
ent small compartment is placed at correspond-
ing position on power rail, gravity sensor on po-
sition transmits a signal, fixing device on vehicle
frame is activated to be lifted up, and inserts
fixing groove at lower part of independent small
compartment, to complete lock, independent
small compartment is fixed on power rail and
advances at a constant speed;
B. at time of station entrance: when independent
small compartment arrived at designated sta-
tion, at N meters before station, fixed signal re-
ceiving and transmitting device in main rail an-
nounce signal of imminent station to computer
system of independent small compartment, after
vehicle-mounted computer system contrasts
and recognizes as destination, it transmits in-
struction, reports to computer mainframe of sta-
tion and requires to enter station, after achieving
admission rail change connector is changed,
and locking structure in fixing groove at bottom
is instructed to prepare to unlock, when rail
change connector successfully inserts top rail
of entrance rail along lead rail, locking device on
power rail is opened, independent small com-
partment advances along top rail because of in-
ertia, gradually slows down by power system of
top rail and rail change connector according to
designed program, until being driven to unload-
ing zone, to complete unloading, independent
small compartment after unloading enters into
loading zone according to instruction of station,
and waits for passenger to get on;
C. at time of station exit: after passenger gets
on, closes door, and inputs destination by swip-
ing card, main control computer of departure
zone instructs independent small compartment
to turn into station exit operation mode: inde-
pendent small compartment enters into depar-
ture waiting zone; when departing, it is neces-
sary for power rail of main rail to have a corre-
sponding empty position, there is a gravity sen-
sor at every position, sensor does not transmit
a signal when position has independent small
compartment, and senor will transmits informa-
tion to rail side induction point arranged at side
of main rail when there is no compartment, cal-
culating method of induction point on power rail
of main rail is according to known time required
by independent small compartment in exit pas-
sage, multiplying said time by speed of power
rail to obtain distance Y, thus specific location
point arranged at rail side in main rail is calcu-
lated, receiver directly connects with central
control system of departure zone, and transmits
instruction to independent small compartment.

15. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 13, wherein in-
dependent small compartment accelerates to same
speed with power rail in top rail, rear end of top rail
is left and right side parallel with power rail and slight-
ly higher than power rail, independent small com-
partment is pushed to power rail by pushing device
at corresponding location push.

16. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 13, wherein
switch method of path transfer of the high-carrying-
capacity through rail transit system comprises main
operating rail, bifurcation rail and transfer subject,
wherein the bifurcation rail is arranged at different
dimension from the main operating rail at switch
point, main operating rail and bifurcation rail do not
locate in same plane x-y, instead have different di-
mension difference in three dimensional space, then
connecting device on transfer subject is used to con-
nect bifurcation rail in different dimension to realize
path transfer.

17. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 16, wherein the
switch method is as follow: transfer subject which
needs path switch lifts up connecting device at cor-
responding location before bifurcation port, when ve-
hicle moves to bifurcation port, connecting device is
connected to bifurcation rail, simultaneously, provi-
sional fixing structure of transfer subject and main
operating rail unlocks to complete separation, trans-
fer subject will follow guide of bifurcation rail to com-
plete path switch, and moves toward new direction;
transfer subject which does not need path switch
does not change connecting device, thus will not in-
sert bifurcation rail, and vehicle will continue operat-
ing along main operating rail path.

18. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 16, wherein an
assistant entrance device is arranged at front end of
the bifurcation rail, to provide deviation rectifying ef-
fect, opening of the assistant entrance device is big-
ger than bifurcation rail part, positioning wheels are
arranged at access, to help connecting device hav-
ing deviation realize deviation rectifying; assistant
entrance device is also provided with leading wheels,
leading wheels provide an in-torsion power, to help
connecting device overcome friction when contact-
ing with bifurcation rail, to reduce instability in con-
necting process, and realize rail entrance smoothly.

19. The operation method of the high-carrying-capacity
through rail transit system of claim 18, wherein the
switch method is as follow:

when transfer subject transfers path from main
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operating rail to bifurcation rail at bifurcation:
prepositive rail side signal system before path
transfer point will continue transmitting confir-
mation signal of said rail change address, con-
trol system in transfer subject does contrast after
receiving signal, after confirming requirement of
rail change, corresponding device is activated,
making connecting device change, to ensure
that connecting device corresponds to bifurca-
tion rail, connecting device connects with assist-
ant entrance device, deviation angle is rectified,
and leading wheels transfers inward to over-
come friction, connecting device of transfer sub-
ject enters into bifurcation rail through lead rail,
locking structure of transfer subject and main
operating rail unlocks, transfer subject is led by
bifurcation rail, gradually lifts upward to escape
from main operating rail, and operates at new
path following with bifurcation rail, to realize path
transfer;
when transfer subject transfers path from bifur-
cation rail to main operating rail at import port:
before importing, control system carried by
transfer subject needs to obtain confirmation of
empty position signal of prepositive rail side, to
confirm that there is safety space on main op-
erating rail transfer subject is importing, transfer
subject gradually advances from bifurcation rail
to main operating rail, when bifurcation rail is
parallel with main operating rail in up and down
dimension, transfer subject lifts up connecting
device, corresponding to lowering transfer sub-
ject, to fit with main operating rail, after escaping
from rear end of bifurcation rail, following main
operating rail to advance, to realize path trans-
fer.

20. An application of the operation method of the high-
carrying-capacity through rail transit system of claim
18, wherein the switch method may be applied in
transport field or entertainment device field or mobile
mechanical field.
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